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MANAGING MULTIDISCIPLINARITY: BUILDING AND BRIDGING
EPISTOMOLOGIES IN EDUCATIONAL R&D

Introduction

Some social science words and the ideas they represent are "fad-
dish" things. They come into being, become prominent and widespread in
use, and then disappear, usually from overuse,and eventual muddying of
their meaning. "Synergistic" come to mind as an example, "interactive"
as another. "Multi-" or "inter-" disciplinary must certainly be another.
Though not yet fallen into disuse, the terms mean so many things to the
many who've adopted them that as quick labels they are close to useless
by now.

Still, "multidisciplinarity" has rather.specific meanings for uS
in the sense of: (a) an organizational setting in which more than one dis-
cipline or profession. are represented; (b) efforts to solve tasks requiring
skills, methods, and concepts from different disciplines or professions;
and (c) the organizational and professional capacity to operate success-
fully in such settings, actually using knowledge from different disciplines
and professions in adequately solving tasks. In this last sense, one may
speak of "managing multidisciplinarity" as the attempt to increase such
capacities. This, above all, requires the appreciation that there are al-
ternative cognitive maps or frames of reference, that these can be under-
stood and made accessible so that skills, methods and concepts can be
effectively transferred from one to the other, and that all this requires
certain social supports.

Building such an environment in an academic setting for the pur-
pose of the production of knowledge rNuires both strategies of resocializa-
tion and organization. Both are necessarily interdependent and must com-
plement each other to succeed. This, in one sense, was precisely the
objective of the program which established the Federally funded educa-.
tional research and development centers. 1
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We have studied one such organization since its inception in 1963.
That is the Learning Research and Development Center at the University
of Pittsburgh. 2 As students of the organization, whose major interests
are in the field of the sociology of knowledge, we report annually to an ad-
visory group of the Center's, its Board of Visitors. Among the several
aspects of the Center which we have followed with great interest has been
this one: how have professionals from several fields come together under
joint aegis and produced an organizational environmentand work flowing
from that environment--which reflects the commingling of their disparate
viewpoints? It has been our concern to investigate under what conditions
multidisciplinarity has flourished. We have, in this one organization, ex-
amples of both rather strong success in this endeavor and some not quite
so successful.

Building Multidisciplinarity: An Overview

Attempts at multidisciplinarity are not neW and were not started by
this federal initiatiye. Thorndike's work in educational psychology, as
well as efforts in biochemistry, information science, psychiatric nursing,
ldministration of justice, and other fields serve as precedent. In some of
these, the linkage to be made was from discipline to discipline; in others,
it was from discipline to practicing profession. LRDC has both of these
linkage problems. The example of successful linkage that we cite here is
between psychologists and curriculum designers and is the only truly suc-
cessful example available at the Center. Discipline to discipline linkages,
as in the case of psychology to sociology, or psychology to computer sci-
ence, have been less successful. So, too, have been the linkages between
psychological research and educational implementation.

Patterns of multidisciplinarity can be either of the additive or the
integrative varieties. In the additive case, disciplines and professions
work independently, but organizational design puts the work results to-
gether. In the integrative yariety a joint task is worked upon so that a
transfer of knowledge occurs, accompanied by the opening up of professional
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frames of reference and, in the extreme case, a new integrative disci-
pline emerges. The instance we cite of-psychologists and designers illus-
trates a moderate version of the integrative case in the sense that separ-
are identities and domains of work were maintained, while cooperation
was encouraged.

We believe that particular conditions are necessarY for multidisci-
plinarity of the integrative variety to occur. (a) Socialization into a pro-
fessional identity and frame of reference is a basic requisite. (b) Profes-
sionals must acquire skills to gain access to alternative frames of refer-
ence. This may have occurred in basic professional socialization or in
professional resocialization. (c) There must exist relevance structures
that motivate the participating actors to place alternative frames of refer-
ence into a meaningful configuration so that each can anticipate what might
conceivably be learned from the other. These relevance structures tend
to be task-oriented activities. A task-oriented activity of the problem-
solving and knowledge-producing variety will involve some programmatic
conception of what domains of knowledge resources might be appropriate
to bring to bear. (d) There must be structural opportunities for an effec-
tive division of labor and cooperation, such as provisions for communica-
tion, allocation of resources, etc. (e) There must exist incentive to perse-
vere, which may be of the purely cognitive variety in the sense that the
task is clearly more easily solvable through a multidisciplinary effort, or
may be rewards of a more external nature such as praise, career oppor-
tunity and the like. (f) There must be sanctions against leaving the effort,
contractually provided work requirements, with possible reduction in re-
search resources or other negative sanctions. (g) The balance between
incentives and sanctions is probably most comprehensively symbolized in
the status structure of the participating groups. (h) Even if all these ele-
ments are present so that the balance of incentives and sanctions increases
the attractiveness of multidisciplinarity and decreases its costs, it is only
likely to occur successfully if there are cultural models which provide
guidance as to how it is to be done.
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In the case we have studied, integrative multidisciplinarity was
attained in ways which highlight the salience of these last two points in
particular. When the Center was begun it was clearly the case that cur-
riculum designers had a status deficit vis-a-vis the psychologists. The

very conception of a linear approach to R&D, from research to develop-
ment, accepted across the country as well ae at LRDC at the time, de-
pends for its currency on the notion that research is the dominant activity,
propelling and validating all other aspects of development and dissemina-
tion.

In order for integrative multidisciplinarity to be realized, LRDC
curriculum designers had to achieve some degree of status parity with
the psychologists (the high status member Of such a dyad has difficulty
taking seriously the low status member if he also attends to peer pres-
sure). This occurred slowly, in the following way: A task--the building
of individualized curriculahad to be accomplished. Those who worked
on the task were successful in producing objects which were visible and
were used in schools. Over several years, in fact, these objects became
a hallmark of LRDC activity, garnering praise, visibility and resultant
increased funding for all Center activity. As that occurred psychologists
within the Center, whose livelihood for several years appeared dependent
upon the success or failure of the work of the designers, began to re-
orient their dispositions toward the value of the designers' work, grant-
ing it greater validity and prestige.

Finally, a point was reached at which it became feasible to talk
in terms of joint work and problem-formulation. Eventually, the psy-
chological research itself became heavily influenced by an instructional
focus in large part derived from the orientations of those people previous-
ly labeled "curriculum designers."

In the material which follows, we document in detail the way in
which this process unfolded at LRDC. We.view the process as one of
epistemic community development, of building and bridging professional
frames of reference. That is, professionals coming to the Center brought



with them performance criteria and standards of judgment from their own
training and experience. Each worked in terms of his professional frame
of reference, namely, preferred orientations and standards reflecting
both his disciplinary background and his goal commitments. This multi--_ ...
plicity of reference frames implies diversity in methodologies and even in
tests of what is taken as "true" or "real."

One thing is immediately obvious: cooperation has not caused the
obliteration of professional or disciplinary boundaries. The Center's mis-
sion called for a division of labor which created a variety of activities
and these required different professional expertise. Educators, psycholo-
gists, others continued to behave and think of themselves as members of
particular disciplines. Most held joint appointments with their disciplin-
ary departments.

One can now speak of the development of an "episternic community,"
i.e., a professional community emphasizing shared and specialized epis-
temic standards. Such a development requires the presence of support
medhanisms in the form of boundaries defining the outer limits of the com-
munity and of clear channels and criteria for communication within. With

reference to LRDC, the concept of epistemic community applies in two
ways. There is, first, the Center as a whole. Identification with the
LRDC "mission" is, for a large majority of the professionals in the Cen-
ter, a major component of their career self-image. So, in some sense,
the Center as a whole forms an epistemic community (whose most salient
reference groups are other similar organizations and professional groups).
This group formation process is an important phenomenon in the history
of LRDC.

An additional way in which it makes sense to speak of epistemic
communities and their development is within LRDC. It is here that we
come up against the crux of the issue, i.e., how to construct multidisci-
plinarity. The formation of a group identity, mentioned above, is helpful
but not sufficient. What has appeared to be crucial in the Center's devel-
opment are several mechanisms which have the effect of creating epistemic



communities by means of transforming role definitions and status hier----
archies. These communities have served the purpose of facilitating the
Conter's goal of providing a multidisciplinary attack on educational prob-
lems. At least four such mechanisms are apparent: (a) the rise and pro-
fessionalization of a new role, the curriculum designer; (b) the creation
of an ideal-typical role model, the researcher-developer; (c) the opening-
up and modification of traditional frames of reference to accommodate
some new components; and (d) the development of an instructional psyr:hol-
ogy. We shall discuss each of these in turn and conclude with some thoughts
on other requisites for the creation of an hospitable multidisciplinary en-
vironment.

Mechanisms Aiding Multidisciplinarity

The Rise and Professionalization of the Curriculum Designer

Clearly, people had been writing instructional materials for schools
long before the R&D centers came into existence. What was different about
the new institutional approach was the goal of bringing educational R&D in-
to the arena of "big science,"3 and the availability of some of the means for
accomplishing that goal. Curriculum design is an activity occupying the
interstitial space between the sciences of learning and the arts of teaching.
The designer fills a linkage role, a role whose development was crucial to
the implementation of LRDC's mission.

The original idea had been to test the feasibility of individualization
as a means of adapting to the individual differences among children in a
classroom. What started as a feasibility experiment became a desigrreic-
periment, within a year or so, once initial feasibility had been shown.
Still, the nature and purpose of the enterprise remained experimental.
The goal was to discover if individualization of instruction were possible,
and if possible, if it were highly desirable. The goal was not to develoD
a particular set of individualized curricular materials. There were prob-
lems in this however: (a) in order to conduct the experiment, some set of
materials had to be devised; (b) these attracted attention and others wished
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to have them or similar materials; (c) some people, outside of the Center,
urged product, rather than just process, development; (d) over time, Indi-
vidually Prescribed Instruction, as the growing experiment came to be
known, accrued a staff with particular content orientations and a growing
desire to produce their own materials, for the reasons just listed as well
as others.

By the end of the sixties what had been the "IPI project" became
separate projects in reading, mathematics, science, perceptual skills and
computer applications. In each of these areas subject matter expertise
now existed. And, by 1970, the designers creating these curricula had de-
veloped a professional standing, based on their expertise within the Cen-
ter's organization. In the earlier years, design was viewed as a simple
task, an extension into practice of theory and basic research. Later, it
became more clear how complex the task was: different subject matters
place particular constraints or requisites on instructional design; different
subject matters may require different "mixes" of theoretical background;
as subject matter instruction was designed for yarious age-groups, their
differing developmental characteristics posed their own set of needs. It
became more and more obvious that a particular set of skills were required
to design curricula, that this was a role in its own right and not simply an
extension of some other role. Many curriculum designers were at one
time classroom teachers and this was probably an important contribution
to their design skills. Yet, clearly, curriculum design was no more a
mere extension of the classroom teacher role than it was of the role of the
learning theorist.

Designers as a group became aware of some of the commonalities
of their frames of reference which set them apart, as a group, from other
professions, such as the psychologists in the Center. They shared some
criteria for appropriate performance, criteria which flowed from the
ture of the work they were accomplishing. They possessed a set of char-
acteristics which created a group identity, which differentiated them from
other distinct groups, e. g., psychologists doing laboratory rerch.
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They had designated their role "developer," at an earlier date, and they
used this label to refer to themselves and others as distinct frorn the "re-
searchers." Some began to think of themselves as "designers," with the
attendant implications that the analogue to environmental design suggested.
They spoke of their work as containing both ar., engineering and an aesthetic
component. They perceived that their work was not simply a "service"
for either school people or researchers, but was a distinct activity with
validating norms of its own. These individuals also shared a belief in the
value of discipline-based application, an indicator of both individual com-
mitment and organizational purpose. Most clearly, they were vocal about
the inability of those who.had not shared theivactivity to understand it fully.
In these ways, developers, or designers, made clear their self-identifica-
tion as a distinct community.

The growing of that community, its unique characteristics which
differentiated it from other communities within the Center, was an essen-
tial step in the creation of the enduring multidisciplinary climate. Until
such unique differences were granted full credence by the psychologists
until the validity and distinction of roles based on varying disciplinary bases
was fully recognized, first by those outside of, later those within LRDC,
multidisciplinary communication did not exist. The development of a role
"designer," of a community of such ro?.es, albeit defined with variations
within the community, was a necessary subgoal of mission fulfillment.

Another indicator of the same phenomenon, and one whose history is
itself indicative of the evolution of thought on the issue, is the notion of the
"ideal" role, researcher-developer.

The Evolution of a Normative Type

In the first years, the top professional staff at LRDC, as well as
in R&D efforts across the country envisioned the core processes as linear
ones, from research to development. Before very long, people began to
realize the inaccuracy of this model for their sort of R&D. It neither de-.
scribe,d the way the world was nor the way it should be for fruitful educa-
tional R&D to proceed. A succession of "models" followed this one and
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what has been realized to date is that there is not yet any single, general
solution.

The'va.rious models of activity had implicit within them role defini-
tions. The linear view of-R&D gave prime,importance to research and the
role of the researcher. At that time, development or design was viewed
as an extension of research, and the designer as an extension of the re-
searcher role. As the role of the designer took fonn and.substance dur-
ing the sixties, becoming distinct, a role conception took hold, especially
among the community of psychologists in the Center, which came to be
labeled the "researcher-developer." This notion was at its height at the
end of the siktias- when an individual's simultaneous involvement in re-
sea.rch and development was posited, by the Center directorate, as the
most desirable way for work to proceed. This notion is both an extension
of the earlier, linear model and a wakening recognition that two different
kinds of activity are implied. In the early seventies, designers began to
speak of themselves as engaging in research. When what they were sa2y-

ing was understood, when the unique attributes of these two activities were
fully appreciated and the near equality of the designer's status had been recog-
nized, then multidisciplinary communication can be said to have been occur-
ring. (This probably did not happen fully until 1972 or 1973.)

Some people in the Center still think that the researcher-developer
combined role is the ideal one. Perhaps it is. But what has changed over
time is: (1) the recognition that this is an "ideal type" and not essential
for either the conduct of good research or good development; and (2) the
recognition that this can be a normative model either for researchers or.
developers. The eyolution of this notion--from a hyphenated extension of
a single role to a combination of two rolesreflects the evolution of think-
ing about R&D activity. It mirrors the development of the rise of the new
epistemic community, that of designers. It parallels the development of
the third mechanism for building multidisciplin:arity, the opening up of
what came to be perceived as distinct frames of reference.

11
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The .Opening Up" of Reference Frames

The development of a new role and the evolution of an ideal type,
described above, are both examples of mechanisms which helped to create
a multidisciplinary climate within LRDC. The rise and recognition of dis-
tinct epis t emic communities, each with its own particular frame of refer-
ence, led to a third mechanism for Coping with the inherent communication
problems and for furthering the LRDC climate. It was the "opening up" of
frames of reference. This was accomplished not so much to encompass
new components, for then the process might be referred to as "broadening,"
but rather to comprehend, in deeply meaningful ways, the rules governing
previously unfamiliar behavior. (To the extent that two different frames
of reference include contradictory components certainly encompassing both
simultaneously is out of the question. )

What is meant, concretely, is this: differing epistemologies, as
represented by different activity spheres within LRDC, are rooted in dif-
ferent conceptions of knowledge production strategies. Some of the ele-
ments of these strategies which vary are problem-detection, problem-
solution and solution-implementation processes. These processes are
fundamentally and significantly different if, for example, comparison were
between the question, "How is information stored in memory?" and "What
is an optimal strategy for creating an environment which will foster student
self-direction?" Investigation of both of these questions is central to the
mission of LRDC. Yet clearly they require very different procedures.
Some of the epistemic criteria to be met in each case are defining: (a) the
appropriate object or unit of study; (b) the appropriate methdology includ-
ing relevant and feasible control/generalization mechanisms; (c) the appro-
priate truth tests or definitions of what constitutes "knowledge;" (d) related
to (c), the appropriate amount of time which is required to help to assure
validity; and (e) the appropriate audience and communication channel's with
that audience for transmission of the knowledge generated. How can people
invOrVed in these two desparate kinds of activities effectively work with one
another? Normally, they are not able to work together and the reasons for
this inability go beyond differences in content. They are far more significantly

...
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rooted in process. It Was on this level, communication across process
differences, that LRDC needed to establish'channels.

Indicators of the "opening up" of reference frames are the degrees
of success of the mechanisms established as facilitatr, '1,; )rocess.
For example, there is the area of Center publicat
Center members were encouraged by the Directqz

he start
ii ush articles

about their work at LRDC. A Center publications series was set up,
which included not only reprints but also working papers, monographs,
and other technical reports. From 1964 to 1970, internal review of arti-
cles and drafts was an idiosyncratic process: one Director and his assist-
ant read and sometimes edited papers. These were sometimes forwarded
for comment to some other Center members, selected by unknown criteria.
The Director kept tight control over the process. In 1970, an official pub-
lications committee was established and membership on the committee be-
came rotating and for two --rear terms.

From 1970 to the present, this committee, which includes a variety
of Center professionals,. has functioned as a review body, offering sugges-
tions, criticisms, revisions or whatever seems advisable. Papers by
Center members have been rejected and many have been returned to their
authors with changes suggested before publication is recommended. Dis-
cussion at publications committee meetings is spirited and misunderstand-
ings do sometimes occur. But on the whole, what is clear is each com-
mittee member's attempt to move outside of his own frame of reference,
where necessary. In fact, what appears to happen is that Committee mem-
bers internalize a set of criteria related to the Center's mission, which
both includes and is broader than a single disciplinary set. Papers are
judged both in terms of their discipline base and in terms of L' eir contribu-
tion to an understanding of what LRDC is about.

That this whole system is workable now, as it was not in the earlier
years of the Center's development, is one indication of the ability of Cen-
ter members to transcend their own frames of reference when that is
called for. The discussion of the publications committee at work offers,

13



the most tangible example. Other discussions, at colloquia or internal
planning meetings, for example, also provide confirmation for this point.
Miscommunication, or the inability to comprehend another frame of ref-
erence, is more obvious than smooth communication. And such miscom-
munication continues to occur. But the fr 4uency of clear communication
which involves the necessity for speaker and listener to "cpen up" their
frames of reference is quite high.

The Development of an Instructional Psychology

During the first decade at the Center, the most salient group to
watch was the curriculum designers. The development of that role and
the validation accorded its knowledge base was an essential first step to
building multidisciplinarity. What has been most interesting to watch in
the past several years has been the transformation of the psychologists.
This transformation can be seen both in the way they define their work
and the way they define themselves.

..
When LRDC was .established, the psychology conducted at it sprang.

from a fairly narrow conceptual base. It has broadened significantly over
the years. Most important, the psychologists' work has gone from a fo-
cus on traditicnal variables associated with learning to studies, informed
from their very conception, by a concern for instruction.

The Center has frequently reorganized, with the composition and
structure of projects and programs changing as it appeared necessary.
The most recent organizational shifts, in the summer of 1976, mirror in
part the changing view of the psychologists we've just mentioned. Pre-
viously, various mechanisms for bringing together, e.g., psychologists
studying text comprehension and designers constructing reading curricula
were tried. The latest organization of the Center is such that in the two
major substantive areas--analysis of basic skills and language corn.muni.ca-
tionworking units now comprise both psychologists and designers. Work-.

ing together now on a day to day basis, these two previously disparate
groups are jointly formulating problems, devising and revising methodolo-
gies, and analyzing results. At least, this is true for a great deal of the

14
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work, some remains disparate. Yet, this partial maintenance of separate
intellectual identities (reinforced by membership in different departments
within the University and therefore by different teaching concerns) is prob-
ably necessary.

What is now recognized by both researchers and designers is what
each can learn from the other and how joint work is facilitative. This
could not have occurred until: (a) the knowle" base of the curriculum
designer acquired validity in the eyes boil-, ui ign group itself and
other groups; and (b) the definition of the r rrI gic.l work was reshaped
by instructional concerns.

-

Building Multidisciplinarity: Factors in Support

We have discussed four mechanisms which have had the effect of
partially creating and validating the existence of separate epistemic com-
munities within LRDC. Starting in 1964 with primary recognition given to
only one, the psychologists, LRDC members over time came to recognize
the distinctiveness of the several activities being conducted. This, in turn,
was underlaid by a more basic processthe coming closer to status parity
of researchers and developers. A new role, the instructional designer, was
recognized as such. An ideal, complex role model, the researcher-designer,
evolved as the distinction between these two activities became clearer. The

necessity for and ability of Center members to move each outside of his
own frame of reference further confirmed the existence of, and respect
for, the validity of such distinctions. Finally, the psychologists them-
selves underwent role transformation.

In order for this to occur, certain structural supports were essen-
tial. 4 The organizational mission, provided a reason for establishing such
a Center. The problems to be tackled demanded a multidisciplinary ap-
proach. The mission was stated in broad enough terms to encompass a
variety of activities and to encourage each Center member to find a place
for his or her work in the overall scheme.
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The people who formed this new community had some common
characteriics wh;.ch set them apart from their colleagues at the Univer-
sity. These were individuals willing to risk involvement in an innovative
venture. There appear to be several reasons for this willingness: (a)

some few were so secure in their base discipline--in the main, education
or psychologythat failure would have had to be of quite significant pro-
portions before the individual's- reputation was endangered; (b) it was rath-
er more often the case that those who became successful were relatively
young, ambitious, open to reso ' atio and were virtually unegtablished
in other university professiori o.A. tting s , as they built their reputations in
Schools and Departments of the University concomitant with their growing
careers in the Center.

In addition, it was true of the designers that most.had disciplinary
ties to departments within the School of Education. Working in a multi-
disciplinary enterprise with psychologists was viewed--by the outside
world--as an opportunity for theory to enrich practice, and was less a
.risk for educators than for psychologists. (That practice is essentitalor
the enrichment of theory is a notion given lip .service far more oftentfan
credit in an academic environment. )

For whatever reasons-then these were university people wi1li to
risk pursuing their work undthe aegis of a new-enterprise which, the
worst, might have failed and-alrthe best, could be predicted to be mis-nder-
stood by their colleagues. Far.ther, they shared a belief in the importance
of the task; -they were committed, ideologically, if sometimes incapable
behavioi.ally, to closing the gap between science and practice in education.

Finally, and very importantly, the environment was right. There
was time, a crucial factor, to-l:low the organization to grow, take shape
and achieve some accomplialuts. 5 Internally, _a supportive envirzsa-
i-rtent for research and devebvment-was created±cythe establishment -611anL..
Administra-Uve structure:w}allowed and.facilitated intellectual work.

h support systemS-are estatial to the creation of an environment in
Which varied tasks must beormed and cooreinated to achieve organiza-
tional purpose.
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Externally, in the Center's most immediate environment, the
University, certain arrangements were made or evolved which also ap-
pear to have been important in the Center's growth. First, through the
Federal guidelines for establishing Centers stipulated that each be lo-
cated in a university, the Centers' place within the university was not
stipulated. Some of the educational R&D centers became part of schools
of education.

The LRDC was set up organizationally on a par with other schools.
Its Directors report to the Provost of the University. Faculty level mern-
bers of the Center, in the overwhelming majority, hold joint appointments
with other schools and departments at Pitt. These faculty are reviewed
for promotion jointly by the Center and their departments. Though no
formal courses are offered by the Center, graduate students from several
departments work as research assistants, Finally, the leadership of the
Center has been fairly stable over time... More iimortantly, the leader-.
ship style has been a relatively-en, :reflective one. 6

The building of a multidip1iza:1-y community, or communities
within, evolved, and continues tO, .:itctmm- 1964. It is not a process,which
can be "legislated." There are, ursionattedly, .other ways for such com-
munities to come into existence tbazi.ftilte,pattern-Lfollowed by LRDC.. Speci-
fically, one f=nlitating mechanism wou.1±1:ee training-programs which fos-
ter the kinds oEperspectivesAhel*e nt organizations and new tasks re-
quire..? In LRDC's case, tixnesks, reflection, adaptive professionals,
and certain structural consideratii6M,m&de mnitiidisciplinarity possible.

Hypotheses, sualsetij4jaLL_r "Lessons" Learned

It is difficult, though not irrIpasible, to draw some conclazsdons
from a single case that would be fastite for others. Yet, our "ca,..A.." is a
substantial one--an entire organizmeaon* In-addition, we have listp..ned,
read and picked up clues when we -czeit from the similar experiereces of
others.

1 7
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Several aspects of the LRDC experience offer themselves as at
least logical suggestions to others who would seek to construct a multi-.
disciplinary organization. We wish to underline our convicti.on that the
way LRDC evolved is not the only way. But its evolution does point to
some tentative conclusions.

--In an. environment which contains members of several profes-
sional or academic backgrounds, certain safeguards are required for those
of lower "status." Regatdless of the academic mythology of equality, it
is well known that certain disciplines have higher status rankings than
others. These differences are sometimes referred to as "more or less
scientific." Translation of that thought is simplified by realizing that for
many in academe there is a value gradient from very scientific to non-
scientific. This being so, "less" scientific fields--and newly developing
areas within established fieldsshould in a multidisciplinary environment
be provided with both-some degree of protectiam and nurturance. They
need to be insulated against inappropriate performance demands that-would
distort the nature of their work. It is probably-also essential that a "criti-
cal mass" of such people be assembled, the a-cruel number depending upon
the size of the entire organizatiop.

--While isolation, even protection, of some kinds is desirable, in
order to maintain and build identities which are valued, there should be
frequent attempts at communication among all groups. As far as is pos-
sible, such communication should be non-threatening to any group involved.

--Perhaps the most important form of communication, and one of
the best paths te tnultidisciplinarity, is joint work. For disciplines truly
to become enmeshed there is a strong need for a task orientation and per-
haps the most potent task is problem-solving. Other combined work such
as the production of joint.publications, long-range planning or project ad-

-ministration-will-probably-follow more easily after a problem has been
faced together and a reasonable--and undoubtedly a compromise--solution
strategy has been found.
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--Certain kinds of professionals--and/or certain times in a pro-
fessional's career--seem to lend themselves:more easily to a multidisci-
plinary endeavor. It would certainly seem that socialization of a profes-
sional early in his or her career and shaping his View within a multidisci-
plinary environment would be the easiest route to follow. Such an early
socialization model however has at least one potential danger: the pro-
fessional may fail adequately to build an arsenal of discipline-based skills
and knowledge and can find himself with little to rely on. Another ap-
proach is to attract to a multidisciplinary organization those individuals
whose security is so ensured that any engagements they choose will not
endanger it. A third patlii is to attract those relatively secure or unrooted
who are h*gh risk takers and-who perceive the possibility for more rapid or
more enhariced mobility within the new, unorthodox setting than within
more traditional ones. Per _amps someanixture of these types is ideal.

--When it is feasible., the creation of ideal-,type roles which em-;
body characteristic of several disciplines serves as a prototype for the
entire larger environment. This is not the same thing as having an insti-
tutional objective which subsumes allth.e-varietTrof actiVity.. That is
another supportive mechanism. Rathem,, this creation is the model in en-
'capsulated:microcosm of the interactions which are supposed to charact-
erize all actors in the system.

--In addition, certain organizational .dharacteristics facilitate
multidisciplinarity. -By placing an organization omthe same level ixi
terms of, the authority hierarchy, with those otherzorganizations
which it must share personnel and some other resources, the organiza-

. ,

tion is offered the possibility of a degree of autonomy or status equality
with these other units it would not possess if it were part of one of
those organizations. Such a status. facilitates its building of its own.
value system.

--Related to tire point just above, is one regarding shared top
level personnel. InIke,academic setting these are faculty. If their tradi-
tional, insular, dim:HY:dine-bound view of knowledge is to be overcome and
another substituted±mr- it, then there must be a viable system of rewards

1 9
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for this change. Operationally, within the university, this means that
the multidisciplinary ,:..nter and the department or school to which a
faculty member also belongs must both actively participate in a person's
review and decisions regarding promotions and raises. Departments
tend to pull academics toward insular discipline-based knowledge pro-
duction and encourage as much of that activity as is feasbile. A multi-
disciplinary center pulls the professional away from the single-discin1Inn
view.. It frequently encourages work which will take a great deal of time
to carn*ete. So, the -time aines and expectations for knowledge production
are altered. These conflicting expectations_waist be carefully negotiated
in any personnel review.

--Finally;, we meiterate an earlier paint, though with a hesitation
brought CO n by the relization:that this is a fatztor frequently beyond the
control afthe organization. Time is of the-essence, but not in the sense
in whi-ch that was originally said. The necessity for a stable environment
whidli will provide time said other resources-for multidisciplinary knowl-
edge production to take place. cannot be overemphasized. This "lesson"
or suggestion as muchllor:those who fund-aaad,.oversee the knowledge pro-
duction_as for those who c:onduct it. Multiclisciplinary R&D cannot in
honesty promise muchzof value that will be acc:nmplished quickly. It

should_not be expected:to do so.
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Footnotes

1There has been a widely-held prejudice that professional soial-
ization ends with graduate education and that further experiences can onLr
be additive to, rather-than integrated with, a professional frame of refer-
,f1ce; As we proceed to show in this analysis, that view needmo longer be

held. .1-or a more common explanation of the rationale for th._:_qt.&D cen-
ters program, one which stresses organizational setting and feideral policy
rather thaul_role transformations, see N. J. Boyan and W. S. Mason,
"Perspectives of educational R&D centers," Jonrnal oEResecuazLh and D
velopme--nt:in Education, 1:4, Summer, 1968.

".:FOr more extensive background on the .Learning Reseaxch and De-
velopm-extt.Center, see L. Salmon-Cox and B. Holzner, "The Mearning Re-
search,ftd Development Center at the University of _Pittsburgh, an assess-
ment ofnaganizational experience with educational R&D," Report to the
Board cEVisitors, January 1976 and "The adaptive education program:
plans fc= -research and development, " Learning Research and Development
CenterDctober, 1976.

--=
---We have discussed this in some detail in B. Holzner, L. Salmon-.

Cox, "Lapnceptions of research and development for education in the .United
States, "-Annals of the American Academy of Political_and Social_Science,
in press..

4A discussion:similar to our own, which places particular emphasis
on structuzal supports, may be found in H. G. Petrie, "Do you see what_I
see? The epistornology of interdisciplinary inquiry, "Educational,Research-
er, February, 1976.

5An interesting confirmation of some of what we have obsea-ved was
provided quite recently in a talk given by Dr. Millie Alemy, of the-University
of California at Berkeley. Dr. Almy visited Pittsburgh in late January 1977
and &poke of experiences she and her colleagues have had, _in the past-lour.
'years, setting up an interdisciplinary program for graduate education. What
they discovered about themselves, about the difficulty of the task and about
some-u-equirements for task solution were very similar to what we have ob-
served. As Dr. Alm.-y said it would be impossible to overestimate themeces-
sity-inr timetime for program planning, time for program implementation,
time,--sp_ecially, for coming to grips_with the_ndifferening cognitive maps"
participants bring to a multidisciplinary effort.
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6Leadership of such an orgai: ;:ation f ff; a large subjec-t in itself.
Wie mention it here only in its supportive ro.,; of the main consideration
ofthis paper.

70ne such program was the MIlti-Disciplinary Graduate Study
Program, an LRDC activity under the direction of Paul Lazarsfeld and
Evelyn Fisher. In existence from 1972 to 1975, it was terminated be-
cause of a lack of support for such training programs at the..federal level.
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to have them or similar materials; (c) some people, outside of the Center,
urged product, rather than just process, development; (d) over time, Indi-
vidually Prescribed Instruction, as the growing experiment came to be
known, accrued a staff with particular content orientations and a growing
desire to produce their own materials, for the reasons just listed as well
as others.

By the end of the sixties what had been the "IPI project" became
separate projects in reading, mathematics, science, perceptual skills and
computer applications. In each of these areas subject matter expertise
now existed. And, by 1970, the designers creating these c-arricula had de-
veloped a professional standing, based on their expertise within the Cen-
ter's organization. In the earlier years, design was viewed as a simple
task, an extension into practice of theory and basic research. Later, it
became more clear how complex the task was: different subject matters
place particular constraints or requisites on instructional design; different
subject matters may require different "mixes" of theoretical background;
as subject matter instruction was designed for yarious age-groups, their
differing developmental characteristics posed their own set of needs. It
became more and more obvious that a particular set of skills were required
to design curricula, that this was a role in its own right and not simply an
extension of some other role. Many curriculum designers were at one
time classroom teachers and this was probably an important contribution
to their design skills. Yet, clearly, curriculum design was no more a
mere extension of the classroom teacher role than it was of the role of the
learning theorist.

Designers as a group became aware of some of the commonalities
of their frames of reference which set them apart, as a group, from other
professions, such as the psychologists in the Center. They shared some
criteria for appropriate performance, criteria which flowed from the na-
ture of the work they were accomplishing. They possessed a set of char-
acteristics which created a group identity, which differentiated them from
other distinct groups, e. g., psychologists doing laboratory res3Q_A;rch.

9
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They had designated their role "developer," at an earlier date, and they
used this label to refer to themselves and others as distinct from the "re-
searchers." Some began to think of themselves as "designers," with the
attendant implications that the analogue to environmental design suggested.
They spoke of their work as containing both ar., engineering and an aesthetic
component. They perceived that their work was not simply a "service"
for either school people or researchers, but was a distinct activity with
validating norms of its own. These individuals also shared a belief in the
value of discipline-based application, an indicator of both individual corri-
mitrnent and organizational purpose. Most clearly, they were vocal about
the inability of those who.had not shared their'activity to understand it fully.
In these ways, developers, or designers, made clear their self-identifica-
tion as a distinct community.

The growing of that community, its unique characteristics which
differentiated it from other communities within the Center, was an essen-
tial step in the creation of the enduring multidisciplinary climate. Until
such unique differences were granted full credence by the psychologists
until the validity and distinction of roles based on varying disciplinary bases
was fully recognized, first by those outside of, later those within LRDC,
multidisciplinary communication did not exist. The development of a role
"designer," of a community of such ro?.es, albeit defined with variations
within the community, was a necessary subgoal of mission fulfillment.

Another indicator of the same phenomenon, and one whose history is
itself indicative of the evolution of thought on the issue, is the notion of the
"ideal" role, researcher-developer.

The Evolution of a Normative Type

In the first years, the top professional staff at LRDC, as well as
in R&D efforts across the country envisioned the core processes as linear
ones, from research to development. Before very long, people began to
realize the inaccuracy of this model for their sort of R&D. It neither de-.
scribed the way the world was nor the way it should be for fruitful educa-
tional R&D to proceed. A succession of "models" followed this one and



what has been realized to date is that there is not yet any single, general
solution.

The various models of activity had implicit within them role defini-
tions. The linear view of-R&D gave primeimportance to research and the
role of the researcher. At that time, development or design was viewed
as an extension of research, and the designer as an extension of the re-
searcher role. As the role of the designer took fo77m and.substance dur-
ing the sixties, becoming distinct, a role conception took hold, especially
among the community of psychologists in the Center, which came to be
labeled the "researcher-developer." This notion was at its height at the
end of the sikties- when an individual's simultaneous involvement in re-
search and development was posited, by the Center directorate, as the
most desirable way for work to proceed. This notion is both an extension
of the earlier, linear model and a wakening recognition that two different
kinds of activity are implied. In the early seventies, designers began to
speak of themselves as engaging in research. When what they were say-
ing was understood, when the unique attributes of these two activities were
fully appreciated and the near equality of the designer's status had been recog-
nized, then multidisciplinary communication can be said to have been occur-
ring. (This probably did not happen fully until 1972 or 1973.)

Some people in the Center still think that the researcher-developer
combined role is the ideal one. Perhaps it is. But what has changed over
time is: (1) the recognition that this is an "ideal type" and not essential
for either the conduct of good research or good development; and (2) the
recognition that this can be a normative model either for researchers or
developers. The eyolution of this notionfrom a hyphenated extension of
a single role to a combination of two rolesreflects the evolution of think-
ing about R&D activity. It mirrors the development of the rise of the new
epistemic community, that of designers. It parallels the development of
the third mechanism for building multidisciplinarity, the opening up of
what came to be perceived as distinct frames of reference.
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The .Opening 1.713" of Reference Frames

The development of a new role and the evolution of an ideal type,
described above, are both examples of mechanisms which helped to create
a multidisciplinary climate within LRDC. The rise and recognition of dis-
tinct epistemic communities, each with its own particular frame of refer-
ence, led to a third mechanism for Coping with the inherent communication
problems and for furthering the LRDC climate. It was the "opening up" of
frames of reference. This was accomplished not so much to encompass
new components, for then the process might be referred to as "broadening,"
but rather to comprehend, in deeply meaningful ways, the rules governing
previously unfamiliar behavior. (To the extent that two different frames
of reference include contradictory components certainly encompassing both
simultaneously is out of the question. )

What is meant, concretely, is this: differing epistemologies, as
represented by different activity spheres within LRDC, are rooted in dif-
ferent conceptions of knowledge production strategies. Some of the ele-
ments of these strategies which vary are problem-detection, problem-
solution and solution-implementation processes. These processes are
fundamentally and significantly different if, for example, comparison were
between the question, "How is information stored in memory?" and "What
is an optimal strategy for creating an environment which will.foster student
self-direction?" Investigation of both of these questions is central to the
mission of LRDC. Yet clearly they require very different procedures.
Some of the epistemic criteria to be met in each case are defining: (a) the
appropriate object or unit of study; (b) the appropriate methdology includ-
ing relevant and feasible control/generalization mechanisms; (c) the appro-
priate truth tests or definitions of what constitutes "knowledge;" (d) related
to (c), the appropriate amount of time which is required to help to assure--
validity; and (e) the appropriate audience and communication channels with
that audience for transmission of the knowledge generated. How can people
invOrVed in these two desparate kinds of activities effectively work with one
another? Normally, they are not able to work together and the reasons for
this inability go beyond differences in content. They are far more significantly


